Thank you for downloading our printable activity!

This educational craft activity allows you to discover the 'stars' of our forest - these are some very important and very cute mammals that can be found in Brunei!

We hope you have fun getting ready for the holiday season. When you put these up as decorations don't forget to tag us!

Watch out for more printables by BruWILD and KS.bn
Philippine Slow Loris

*Nycticebus menagensis*

Fun Facts

This mammal is nocturnal and often only found above ground on branches of trees.

The Slow loris is the only venomous mammal. It uses its venom to catch preys and protect their babies.
Malayan civets are strong nocturnal hunters. They are omnivorous; they feed on forest fruits and small animals such as lizards and insects.
The Large Flying fox is a nocturnal bat. It feeds mainly on plants. It is an important animal in keeping our ecosystem healthy as it helps pollinate flowers and disperse seeds.

Over 300 fruits that we eat depend on bats for pollination’s. These include durian and mangoes.
Slow loris wreath. Use this page as a guide - you can stick on stars or decorations however you like!

**You will need**

Scissors  
Glue  
Paper  
Colored Card / Recycled Card  
Color pencils / Markers / Paint  

Glitter (Optional)  
Yarn (Optional)  
Decoration items such as fabric pom-poms, buttons, sequins, ribbons (optional)
This is the base. Use a stiff cardboard for this as it will hold all the other elements.

Start by cutting on the outer edge, then cut out this inner circle by poking a hole in the cutting towards and follow the inner line, make sure to avoid the stars!

Cut out the stars and decorate. Use glitter, or sequins if you have them!

Paint or use markers to color this Green. If you like, you can also wrap green yarn around it.
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Cut out these leaves and star and color them in. You can even doodle on them or make patterns, or use glitter and sequins like you did with the other stars - get creative here!

You can start sticking these on to your base.

Optional:
You can also get real leaves and trace around them or even use real leaves on the wreath!
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Cut out each part and color them in.

Stick the branch on to the base, then assemble the slow loris. Stick the arms onto the body, and then the head on to the arms. Once the Slow loris is put together, stick it on to the wreath.

Feel free to keep on decorating your wreath with stars, additional decorations until you are happy!
Flying fox wreath. Use this page as a guide - you can stick on stars or decorations however you like!

**You will need**

- Scissors
- Glue
- Paper
- Colored Card / Recycled Card
- Color pencils / Markers / Paint

Glitter (Optional)
Yarn (Optional)
Decoration items such as fabric pom-poms, buttons, sequins, ribbons (optional)
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This is the base. Use a stiff cardboard for this as it will hold all the other elements.

Start by cutting on the outer edge, then cut out this inner circle by poking a hole and cutting towards and follow the inner line, make sure to avoid the stars!

Cut out the stars and decorate. Use glitter, or sequins if you have them!

Paint or use markers to color this blue. If you like, you can also wrap blue yarn around it.
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Cut out these elements and color them in. You can even doodle on them, make patterns, or use glitter and sequins - get creative here!

You can start sticking these on to your base.
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We need to assemble the Flying fox. Cut out the wings and body from the next page.

Start with sticking wing 01 UNDER the body. Follow the curvy lines. It should match the curves on the body.

Wing 02 should be stuck OVER the body on the left. Follow the dotted line!

Cut-Outs
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Let’s finish the Flying Fox! The head should go on the body where it is indicated. Then the complete Flying fox should be stuck on to your wreath.

Feel free to keep on decorating your wreath with stars, additional decorations until you are happy!
WREATH 03

Malayan civet wreath. Use this page as a guide - you can stick on stars or decorations however you like!

**You will need**

Scissors
Glue
Paper
Colored Card / Recycled Card
Color pencils / Markers / Paint

Glitter (Optional)
Yarn (Optional)
Decoration items such as fabric pom-poms, buttons, sequins, ribbons (optional)
This is the base. Use a stiff cardboard for this as it will hold all the other elements.

Start by cutting on the outer edge, then cut out this inner circle by poking a hole and cutting towards and follow the inner line, make sure to avoid the stars!

Cut out the stars here and on the next page and decorate. Use glitter, or sequins if you have them!

Paint or use markers to color this green. If you like, you can also wrap green yarn around it.
We need to assemble the Civet. First, cut out the body and head, and color it in. Use string or yarn to make whiskers or just draw them in at the end.

Stick the head on the body as indicated. Stick the Civet on to the wreath.

Next cut out and color the tree trunk and leaves, and stick the bottom tab of the tree trunk UNDER the wreath base. The top part of the tree trunk should be glued on as indicated ABOVE the leg of the civet.

Feel free to keep on decorating your wreath with stars, additional decorations until you are happy!
SHARE YOUR RAINFOREST WREATHS WITH US!

If you enjoyed this activity, do share your creations on your social media!

Tag us at
@bruwildofficial
@ks.bn

Follow us for more crafty activities based on local species!